Dear Stakeholders,
I am pleased to present the Wisconsin Drug Control Program’s (WIDCP) Annual Report for 2014. As we look back on the year our drug
threats remain unchanged – heroin, cocaine, pharmaceuticals and
methamphetamine. With severe budget constraints, WI-DCP has
reprioritized the programs we support in order to have the greatest
impact on Wisconsin’s drug threats.
In past years, demand reduction (Civil Operations), was one of our
priorities. Due to substantial funding challenges, we have shifted our primary focus to criminal
analyst support. This allows our analysts to support larger drug cases and facilitate information
sharing between agencies, which is critical for drug investigations throughout Wisconsin.
Wisconsin is proud that our RC-26 aircraft continues to provide aerial reconnaissance to
our communities and the nation’s fight against drugs. Despite the deployment schedule of
the aircraft in past years, we anticipate that the RC-26 crew will fly even more counterdrug
missions in 2015. Please continue to request RC-26 support to assist with drug detection and
interdiction.
The Counterdrug training facilities at Volk Field continue to provide invaluable training to law
enforcement and military entities. These facilities include: firing ranges, high risk
entry facility, tactical training villages, leadership development course (LDC) and
classrooms. They provide an all encompassing educational training environment.
This report highlights another successful year for the WI-DCP and our continued
commitment to help curtail illegal drug activity in our communities. Thank you to our
customers, state leadership, elected officials and the National Guard members serving the
Drug Control Program. I appreciate the opportunity to support you and for your relentless
resolve to make our state safe and drug-free.

Sincerely,

LAURI A. HROVATIN
Lt Col, Wisconsin National Guard
Counterdrug Coordinator

CRIMINAL ANALYST SUPPORT
Wisconsin National Guard members provide
analytical case support to law enforcement
agencies.

The case support and information

sharing act as a force multiplier.

This allows

law enforcement to focus their efforts on
protecting our citizens and reducing the supply
of illegal drugs.

The Drug Control Program

provided support to 10 local, state and federal
law enforcement agencies which served 88% of
Wisconsin counties. This continued partnership
with local agencies is essential to detect,
interdict, disrupt and curtail illegal drug activity
in our communities.

"

AVIATION SUPPORT
Wisconsin’s RC-26 aircraft and crew were utilized
for counterdrug missions and exercises this year.
The aircraft and crew are key assets in achieving
considerable

results

in

the

fight

against

The assistance of the DCP has a significant
impact on the operational success of LWAM. The
LWAM is extremely active, conducting hundreds
of operations per year. The involvement of WI
DCP has improved the safety, efficiency and
outcome of operations and investigations since we
partnered in 2002.

"

Brad Dunlap

Project Director
Lake Winnebago Area MEG (LWAM) Unit

trafficking of illicit drugs. They continue to play
a critical role in supporting law enforcement
agencies with full motion video, ground-to-air
communication capabilities and the ability to
perform day and night reconnaissance. This year
the Wisconsin RC-26 aircrew flew over 437 flight

Arkansas

hours and supported 15 agencies. The aircrew

Florida

enabled law enforcement agencies to seize just
under $4M in assets, currency and drugs. Please
contact 608-242-3540 to request support.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND MILITARY TRAINING
The Wisconsin National Guard Drug Control
Program (DCP) continues to support law
enforcement training at Volk Field through
the use of: the High Risk Entry Facility
(HREF),

firing

ranges,

tactical

training

village, Leadership Development Course
(LDC) and classrooms. The DCP supported
141 training requests and helped train
7,864 law enforcement agents, community
based organization personnel and military
members.

Submit training requests to:

www.drugcontrolprogram.org.

"The DCP facility provided us an opportunity to train
like never before. We feel fortunate to find such a
facility located centrally in our region.
"
Steve Stoinski - Special Agent
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Law Enforcement

The Wisconsin Drug Control Program
assisted with the national “Take-Back”
initiative for the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA). This initiative
collected unused, unwanted and
expired prescription drugs in Wisconsin.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
The Wisconsin National Guard Drug Control Program proudly supports law enforcement
agencies with personnel possessing unique military skills and resources to detect, interdict,
disrupt and curtail illegal drugs in our communities.

